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Useful advice for young riders

So, here are a few questions to start with…

• Who do I turn to for advice?
• Do I really need protective clothing on a small bike?
•	What are the most common problems I am likely to face?
If you are thinking ‘bored already’ please stick with us, we are
not here to lecture you, we were all 16 or 17 once, we just want
to help you.

As a learner motorcyclist you are bound
by what the DVSA require of you for your
test. You need to discuss training issues with your approved
instructor and follow their advice through to your test. Some of
you will only be on a moped until you turn 17 and learn to drive.
There is valuable information in the road scenarios section that
will apply equally to you as a future car driver.
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The fact that we survived our early days had more to do with
luck than skill. There was no training available when your
parent’s generation started riding and they had to learn by their
mistakes, which was hardly ideal! Fortunately training is now
compulsory.

We made a lot of mistakes along the way
and we would like to save you from
repeating, some of our less glorious
moments. Whether you take any notice,
of course, is entirely up to you but at least
if you read through this download you can
make up your own mind based on the
facts.

YO

Riding a ‘ped or small bike involves a few more issues than you
have been used to with your pedal cycle. You should find the
advice and tips in this download helpful.

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

DOWNLO

Young Riders

If this is your first small bike, scooter or ‘ped, congratulations, you now
have real freedom!

© Norfolk County Council 2016
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Who do I turn to for advice?

“OK, so who else can I take advice from?”
Ask your friends if there is a moped or
motorcycle dealer that they trust. Good
dealers will have been helpful, given them
sound advice and treated them fairly. They
will have made sure that they bought the
right bike for their needs. For example, if it’s
a 2 mile commute to college, do they need a
geared bike? A ‘twist and go’ automatic will
probably be cheaper, a more sensible choice
and a lot easier to ride.
Ask around, there are a lot of excellent dealers out there and they
need a good reputation to ensure customers keep going back and
new ones keep walking through their door. They want you to stay
safe and become long term customers.

“I bought my bike privately and I don’t know any bikers, who
do I ask?”
You can always contact us at
roadsafety@norfolk.gov.uk or
call 01603 638115. We are bikers
with a lot of experience and you
can bounce your questions off us,
whatever it might be related to the
bike, legalities, kit, training, anything
you want to know.
We can’t recommend individual dealers or point you towards
certain brands of bike or clothing, but we can give you unbiased
advice on what you need to know. Just ask, we are more than
happy to help.
“I have this mate who’s had a ‘ped for a while…”
Be careful! If your mate has had a licence for 6 months longer than
you, ask yourself ‘how much does he/she really know’? In reality
they probably don’t know much more than you do.

On the website where you found this download, there are links to
all Norfolk motorcycle and moped main dealers but these should
not be taken as a recommendation, it’s just a list. You should do
your own research.

Why not follow us on Twitter and
Facebook, feel free to ask your
questions there. Search www.
twitter.com/thinkhugger or

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

www.facebook ‘Think!Hugger’.

Young Riders

You may be lucky and have a relative or a friendly neighbour who
is a biker. They may well have a lot of experience with bikes and
be more than happy to advise you.

© Norfolk County Council 2016

Who you choose may well be decided by how close they are to
your home but the best way to select your trainer is to speak to
your friends and ask them how they got on. If the trainer was
picky and made sure they got things spot on before letting them
go, that’s probably a good one to go for. These are survival skills
you are learning, not a rubber stamp to get you riding.
Click here to find out more about routes to your licence that
vary according to your age.

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists
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YO

It looks very complicated but a good trainer will explain it to you
in simple language.

Young Riders

Once you have got your licence, your next step is Compulsory
Basic Training. This is a legal requirement and you must do this
before you can get out on the road.
You can find the list of all DVSA Norfolk Trainers on our website.

To find out a bit more about what you will do on your CBT
course, check this link to a DVSA video.

A

“I haven’t bought a bike yet, what are my first steps?”
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DOWNLO
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Looking after your bike

Don’t wreck it with over-enthusiasm
As young riders many of us probably considered ourselves a bit
handy with the DIY maintenance and, let loose with a few
spanners and a big enough hammer, there was no limit to the
amount of damage we could do.
One classic example of things ‘wannabe’ mechanics do wrong is
wringing off bolts because they just want to give it that extra half a
turn to make sure it won’t come undone. Most of the bolts and set
screws on a bike thread directly into aluminium alloy castings
which are soft and the threads easily damaged.
You can exert huge force on a bolt particularly with the leverage of
a socket and ratchet or worse, a long bar, without feeling it. That’s
why click stop torque wrenches are so useful so you don’t over
tighten things but you do need to know the torque setting for each
particular bolt depending on its size and what it is required to do.

Yamaha FS1E.
This was the coolest moped
of the late 1970’s.
For young riders back then
it was magical, even if the
brakes were a bit weak.
How lucky and spoilt for
choice are you now?

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

The shorter the bar the
more ‘feel’ you will get
because you have less
leverage. You will feel the
effort more and be less
likely to over-tighten the
bolt than using a long bar.

Young Riders

A lot of modern 125cc bikes are great looking, quite expensive
and need looking after properly to preserve their value.
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If the bike starts to feel a bit strange or different from normal,
get some advice before attacking it with the spanners. There may
be wear in the wheel bearings, steering head or swinging arm
(That’s what the rear wheel is bolted into) but unless you know
how to check it, find someone who does.
It’s probably better to leave the more complicated stuff to
people who really know what they are doing like the dealers or a
qualified mechanic. It may even save you money in the long run.
Bike parts are pricey and easily wrecked. The best way to keep
on top of maintaining it is to clean it regularly, that’s when you
are most likely to spot loose bolts, cracks in the plastic, oil leaks,
chafed wires and so on.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Remember, you will want to sell
the bike one day and you can lose
loads of money by butchering it.

Truth be told

Young Riders

Examples of questionable modifications would include fitting an
air filter or silencer that is wrong for the bike (more noise does
not necessarily equal more power) or ‘tweaking’ the carb
settings. Then there is the nightmare scenario of finding bits left
over when you have ‘rebuilt’ something!

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

DOWNLO
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Protective clothing

This is really important so please read through the advice
and then decide for yourselves if it is smart to go down
the hoodie/trackies/trainer route.

• “I can’t go fast enough to need it”

• “I can’t afford it”

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

Young Riders

Protective kit is not very high on many rider’s list of priorities.
The problem is that life threatening or life changing injuries can
happen by not wearing the right kit in circumstances where you
might otherwise walk away with a few bruises.

© Norfolk County Council 2016

• “What do I do with the kit when I get to school/
college”?
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Safety Helmets

Don’t buy secondhand helmets, you have no idea whether they
have been dropped. The lack of visual damage is no guarantee.

• “It’s too hot in the summer”

If you don’t fasten the chin strap you might as well not wear it
because it will come off in a crash even if you think it’s a tight fit.
Trust us, we’ve seen it happen. The police will treat
a safety helmet that is not done up in the same way
as not wearing one at all. Expect a fine!
Check out the SHARP ratings on
www.sharp.direct.gov.uk to see how individual
helmets are rated in independent tests.

•

“It’s not cool, I’ll look like a nerd with all that kit
on!”

• “I just can’t be bothered”

Gloves
Instinctively, your hand will go out to break your fall if you lose
control of the bike. You can’t help it, you will not fold your arm
in to protect your hand, it WILL go out and WILL hit the
tarmac and trust us, it WILL hurt.

Young Riders

Go to a reputable dealer to buy your safety helmet. They must
fit properly or they will not do their job.

It will be like running your hand down a cheese grater at
30mph or whatever speed you were travelling at the time.
Get yourself a pair of motorcycle
gloves, new or used.

We all have to live with the choices we make through life
in general but we don’t want you to be in a position to say
“If only someone had told me...” so we have!

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists
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Trousers

Fabric type
motorcycle jackets
are tough, warm,
comfortable
waterproof, mostly!
They will do a good
job if you fall off, with
armour on the
contact points of the
shoulders and
elbows, the better
ones will have back
protectors as well although you can buy these separately. They
start at a very reasonable price and there is no problem with
buying secondhand if it allows you to buy other clothing that you
need. The better quality ones will probably have removable linings
which will be a big help in the summer and may just encourage you
to wear them if they are that bit cooler.

Even if young riders wear a jacket, more often than not they don’t
wear protective trousers with jeans being as good as it gets. There
are practical solutions to this problem.
Fabric trousers of a similar material to your jacket are a very cost
effective and practical solution but you probably won’t want to
spend all day in them at college or work.
An alternative is Kevlar lined jeans or
trousers. Costing not much more than a
quality pair of jeans, these products are
tougher than leather. The outer jean
material will tear as normal but the Kevlar
lining will remain intact.

Check this out…

Boots
You don’t necessarily need to go to the expense of motorcycle
boots, sturdy leather boots such as work boots or leather walking
boots will do. We would not advise slip on ‘Rigger’ boots as they
can easily come off in a crash, they need to lace up. What you
don’t want to do is ride around in trainers or flip flops.
You may be surprised what happens if you slide
down the road at just 20mph wearing trainers.
You may as well take an angle grinder to your
toes. Your call…

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

These photos are a great demonstration of the point. A
company stitched together half of a pair of Kevlar lined
jeans and half of a pair of track pants. They were fitted onto
a Mannequin and thrown onto a tarmac runway at 30mph.

Young Riders

Jackets

© Norfolk County Council 2016
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We will look at how to defend yourself against the actions of car
drivers in a while but you need to understand that a lot of the
problems that riders get into are of their own making.

Absolutely not!

Trying to impress your mates is a big problem and there’s
nothing new in that, it was the same in our day, it’s a young man
thing mostly but it’s one you would be well advised to try and
resist. Once you fall from the bike it’s all down to luck as to what
you hit or what hits you.

But then neither are most bears unless you poke them with a
sharp stick! Bikes will bite you too if you don’t treat them with
respect.

“It’s all the car driver’s fault”
It’s a popular motorcycle myth and simply not true, disregard it!
Obviously car drivers do cause bike crashes particularly at
junctions, as in the photo above, but riders cause a lot more
than you might imagine and how you ride makes a big
NG
U
difference to the risks you face.
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How you ride will make a huge difference to your chances of
crashing and having the plastic panels of your once shiny ‘ped
held together by your new best friend, the roll of gaffer tape.

Young Riders

This all sounds a bit depressing,
are bikes really that dangerous?

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

DOWNLO
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When your parents generation started riding there was a general
piece of advice they received from more experienced riders
which was;

That’s actually not bad advice and just as relevant today because
it encourages you to ride expecting people to do daft things.
Even if it is not your fault there is still a lot that you can do to
avoid being involved in a crash because it still hurts regardless of
whose fault it is!

•

•

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

Things to Look Out For
As young riders most of us learned by trial and error. That’s clearly
not a great way to build up your knowledge or skills. You will have
received advice during your CBT but you may have forgotten a lot
of it in your eagerness to get out on the road.
We are going to try and help you by pointing out some common
problem areas to watch out for.
These are problems that catch out some experienced riders too,so
it would be worth sticking with us through this bit even if you think
it’s a bit dull.

Young Riders

‘Treat everyone like an idiot!’

Page 10
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Nearside Junctions
Why do car drivers sometimes not see us?

This is one of the most obvious situations where the car is very
often at fault by failing to stop or give way to you when you are
on the main road and have right of way.

There is more detail in our junctions download but car drivers
sometimes look but don’t see. Some are not specifically looking
for bikes but are looking for what they expect to be there
namely other cars and large vehicles.

Your bike is small and slow compared to other traffic, particularly
if you are on a ‘ped not a 125. As a result you might well be
nearer to the left than bigger bikes which can easily keep up with
the traffic, particularly on the open road.
Be very careful with nearside junctions, you are easy to
miss if the car driver is not looking for bikes.

•	Check to see what is behind you in case you need to move
away from it or brake.

•	Gain eye contact with the driver. If the driver has not looked
your way, they can’t have seen you.

•	Look for the wheels starting to move, it’s easier to spot
movement of the wheels than the vehicle as a whole.

•	Is there traffic coming the other way? It’s less likely that a car

A

DS

will pull out if you have a continuous line of vehicles coming
towards you, but they can of course turn left.

Don’t take it personally, it shouldn’t happen but
occasionally it does. Just look out for it.

Young Riders

The classic case of ‘Sorry mate, I didn’t see you!’

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists
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Travelling too close
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If you stay back;

•	You will see past the vehicle, which is helpful if it is a bus or

• You will give yourself more time to react and brake.
Filtering Problems
This is a REALLY bad habit to get into whether you are in a car,
van, truck or on a bike. The difference is that being on a bike
you will be the one that gets hurt.

You won’t be encouraged to filter through stationary or slow
moving traffic on CBT or test. If we say ‘Don’t do it’ you will
probably ignore us anyway. Filtering can be very dangerous if you
don’t consider all the potential things that can go wrong and deal
with them.
So how do we minimise the risks?
There is a filtering download on the website where
you found this one that goes into much greater
detail.
Is filtering illegal?

One of the biggest advantages you will ever achieve in your riding
and driving career is giving yourself time to react to what
others might do. Keeping a good distance back is an excellent start.

No - but it could be if you do so carelessly or
aggressively.
Do I need to filter at all, how much will I gain?
If you are not likely to gain much ask if it is worth it.
There is always some level of risk when overtaking.

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

Young Riders

truck. You will stand a better chance of seeing anything that
might cause the vehicle in front of you to brake suddenly,
such as a vehicle ahead pulling out. If you are too close, the
first you will know about it is when the brake lights come on
and you could well run into the back of them.

© Norfolk County Council 2016
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If you are going to filter, do so carefully and don’t wind up other road users, you are likely to come off second best.
Problems when filtering on a ‘ped or small bike include;

•	Vehicles turning right. If there are junctions, forecourts, driveways, gateways that cars could turn into, be VERY, VERY
careful. They can turn without signalling in a second.

A

Many riders of motorcycles get caught out in these situations too
because they are not seeing the potential danger until it’s too late.

DS

Go at a speed where you can stop if you need to.

Young Riders

•	Pedestrians crossing between vehicles.
•	Doors opening in traffic where passengers may jump out to continue on foot.
•	Vehicles pulling out of nearside junctions or driveways – people in the queue will leave gaps for them to pull out into.

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

DOWNLO
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•	Oncoming traffic – make sure you don’t end up stranded on
the wrong side of the road in the face of oncoming traffic.

Don’t filter in conflict with oncoming traffic.

Dropping it on bends

The bus was visible in the first photo. There was always going
to be insufficient room to filter and nowhere obvious to come
back into the tightly packed line of cars.

The most likely reason for you dropping it on a corner will be…

This will make you feel uncomfortable and it’s dangerous.

Not to be confused with exceeding the speed limit, you can still
go too fast for the bend and be below the speed limit.

Don’t force it, move steadily with the traffic.

Braking hard on the bend

Riding too fast for the conditions

If you need to brake, do so before you get to the bend, not half
way round it, you need all your tyre grip to get round the corner
and braking on the bend will reduce the amount of grip you
have.
Road Surface Hazards
Keep an eye open for road surface hazards, diesel, wet
leaves, mud, gravel, metal inspection covers on bends in the
wet etc. It‘s easy to skid and fall off if you don’t spot these
type of things early enough to do something about it.

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

We have lots of helpful advice for motorcyclists about
cornering but most will not apply until you get a bigger bike
and pass your test.

Young Riders

How to filter safely

© Norfolk County Council 2016

Riding In Groups
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Group riding brings its own set of problems.

•	People get sucked into the group-mentality and don’t make
their own decisions.

•	Risks are taken in order to keep together because people don’t
want to be left behind.

•	‘Having a laugh’ or showing off becomes more important than
getting there in one piece, classic peer group pressure.

Pile ups with groups of bikes are quite common, take care.

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

Q: Why do people take their L plates off?
A: Because they look uncool or are difficult to find
somewhere to fit!

Young Riders

Q: Why do riders take their mirrors off their bikes?
A: Because they look cooler without them!

© Norfolk County Council 2016
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Q: Is it OK to de-restrict my moped?
A: No

Q “What’s the worst that can happen?”
A: Well, there’s the legal bit for a start.

Section 59 Police Reform Act
This piece of legislation was designed to reduce antisocial behaviour associated with vehicle use
(cars as well as bikes!). If you ride in a way that causes annoyance alarm or distress to members
of the public, you will be given a written warning.
The warning applies to both rider/driver and the vehicle. Details of both will
be placed on the Police National Computer. If the rider is stopped in similar
circumstances again, no matter what bike is being ridden, it will be seized and you
will have to pay £150 and £20 a day storage to get it back. It also applies to the bike
so if it was being ridden by someone else in those circumstances, even though that
particular rider had not been stopped before, it would still be seized.
									

www.think.norfolk.gov.uk/motorcyclists

Young Riders

Then there’s the safety bit.

© Norfolk County Council 2016

Training
Persuading young riders to take training that they are not forced
to take by law is tough!

Give it some thought and talk to your parents/guardians
about it.
We can provide you with 90 minutes of 1:1 training with a trainer
that specialises in learners and provide you with a £25 voucher
off your next insurance premium plus give you a gold card to
get discounts at certain dealers. We will also give you a cool
‘Hugger’ neck tube worth £11.99.
How much will this cost you? Just £43. Send and enquiry to
roadsafety@norfolk.gov.uk or call 01603 638115. It will
sharpen you up and make you safer. It may even persuade you to
move to a bigger bike when you can.

•
•
•
•

Motorcycling rocks and it doesn’t have to be
dangerous!

Take it easy out there!
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The list of excuses is wide and varied but it’s entirely up to you
whether you do some more training or not. We would like to
encourage you to do so because we know it will help but we
can’t make you do it.

Young Riders

It will definitely improve your survival chances of avoiding a crash.
We could even point you towards a £25 discount off your next
insurance policy but it will still be hard work to get you to do it.
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